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Abstract 
Due to the complexity of sequencing and scheduling of multiple projects, companies al-
ways search for a method that is optimal or near optimal, comprehensive, and easy to 
implement. Project managers are responsible for carrying out those projects successfully 
within their completion times. The MMDC helps those decision makers to make the right 
and fast decisions. It contains several decision points. This article contains several sec-
tions, covering the areas of application, definition of the multi-project scheduling problem, 
summary of the existing solutions, and the description of the M.MDC. 
Keywords: multi-project scheduling, decision chart, application areas. 
Introduction 
Projects are defined to be a collection of activities that must be under-
taken, normally with discrete time, financial and technical performance 
goals. Project Managers are responsible for integrating these factors and 
performance. There is a new trend in organization of firms and compa-
nies called as management by projects. Project oriented companies carry 
out small and large, internal and external unique and repetitive projects 
to cope with new challenges and potential in a dynamic business's envi-
ronment. In order to treat increasing business complexity, companies use 
projects as organizational form to perform unique and complex tasks. 
Areas ef Applicatien 
There are four basic outputs or areas of work under which virtually every 
type of productive activity can be categorized: 
(1) Projects, 
(2) Products, 
(3) Processes and 
( 4) Services 
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Each specific productive activity uses specialized skills, equipment, 
techniques, and knowledge that is unique to that field of endeavour. Our 
main concern here is projects. Projects are multidisciplinary activities 
frequently advancing the state-of-the-art technological knowledge. Table 1, 
see [4] shows several categories of projects. Glancing at the table one can 
find different types of projects ranging from aerospace projects to water 
and waste treatment. Range of projects is wide, and managing projects 
require the project manager to be skilful both in management and the area 
he is working in. 
Table 1 
Building construction: homes commercial centres 
and entertainment facilities. and laboratories 
In the area, one can find illany problems under the title 
of multi-project scheduling problem either in or 
All 
Il1Ulti can be seen l/er}~ 
vvould be a llC)uE)lng contractor who does not 1Nish to risk 
in the form of a second construction cre\v so that houses could be built 
therefore is due to the constraints of limited 
resources 
Definition of the Problem 
Suppose a company is engaged in building several houses. Every house is 
considered to be an independent project ( with different ready times and 
different due-dates). The project manager (construction manager) should 
find a good way for: 
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1. Sequencing the projects according to one of the priority rules. 
2. Scheduling the projects by assigning their processing times, their 
critical paths and the milestone events as well as their delivery 
dates. 
From the above we can understand the complication of this problem 
especially when the company signs another contract for the same type of 
work. 
Solutions 
solutions ha-ye been such a pro [}lern. un-
fortunately, these pr'Qt)oselj solutions fall short lvhen it comes to applying 
them to the other hand, heuristic solutions are 
practi(:ai cases, even they bring us to feasible so-
UU'CUliH:H ones. But so ma.ny of then1 nlanagers find it hard 
to choose between the available alternatives. There are studies evaluating 
these rules, but even no'w situations govern what rule we can use. The area, 
of production is very wide and covers big range of industrial and 
consumer needs 5, 7, 8]. There are two production modes; it depends 
upon the company policy of handling projects. 
Static Production IY! ode 
This mode accepts cenam demands and then \vorks until finishing every-
thing at hand. This means the system will not accept any other request 
before completing its present project [3, 6]. 
Dynamic Production Mode 
The second mode leaves the door open for other requests, and expects 
several projects to join the queue. This mode is the real time mode, and 
considered to be the realistic one. Managing the dynamic mode seems to be 
more complicated because of the disturbances that are made by the new 
coming project. Thus, planning and scheduling will become uncertain. 
Therefore, we must use the forecasting techniques to predict what will 
happen in the future; how much of resources we need and how much of 
allowance time we should plan for ... etc [1, 2]. 
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Multi-project Management Decision Chart (MMDC) 
In practice project managers found themselves in front of collection of 
different methods to solve scheduling problems and allocation of resources. 
We propose a new decision chart under the title 'Multi-project Management 
Decision Chart' (MMDC). See Fig. 1. 
This MMDC contains eight decision points. Every point has more 
than one alternatives. The chart is an outline to the company, it explains 
the steps needed to manage a multi-project from the birth of the project up 
to the end. It shows how to make the major decisions concerning sequenc-
ing, scheduling and allocation of resources. Also it is handling unexpected 
situations like incoming of new projects and the interruptions that may 
happen and cause a delay in promised due dates. It represents an infor-
mation system for all the managers who are in contact with projects. The 
input of the ail data must be done by all people working in the system 
reject projec: 
Scheduling 
subsystem 1 
schedule 
the project 
no 
projects are coming 
to the system 
feasible 
project 
yes 
~s H_n_o_./" ~ a~re-P a~~lr~E:ea~d~~Y . 
enrolled 
yes I 
't 
limi tee 
resources 
available 
Yes 
" 
use tec~~iques to solve the 
conflict bet~een activities 
for allocation of resources 
queuening 
subsytem 
evaluation 
subsystem 
sequerlcing 
resource mamagement 
susbsytem 
Fig. 1. '\lulti-project .\lanagernent Decision Chart (.\l.\lDC) 
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Scheduling .J,. 
subsystem 2 
Use CPH/time Yes CPH/cost,MPM 
etc. are 
no 1 
use PErU, 
GERT. VERT 
no 1 
i: if projects continue yes meeting their due dates 
no 1 
tech."'1iques I not enough use 
I : 
yes 
like tradeoffs 
1 no 
commissioning 1'"'(---- uncontrollable 
situations 
no J.. 
Go to the queue 
which lined up to 
consume resource 
yes 
contact the customer 
and set new date 
according to the contract 
yes 
-"'----' 
r 
finished projects 
leaving the system 
Fig. 1. continuation 
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control 
subsystem 
contract in 
subsystem 
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in order to provide the good communications between the management 
levels. The availability of information makes the decision easier and gives 
a higher probability for success. The MMDC approach is termed 'integra-
tion'. Integration is the key to effective project management. An integrated 
system is essential for effective decision making. It also provides a project 
or even company-wide communication medium: this is (or should be) con-
sistent in each area of application. The day-to-day work of collecting time 
sheet data, or details of material deliveries is a part of the project and 
an essential element of the integrated system. The ability to incorporate 
such detailed information means that the process of managing the project 
is based on real information directly available to the project team. This 
information should be available not just in its detailed form, but 'rolled-
up' and summarized in the appropriate form for the task at hand. The 
scope and complexity of an integrated system vary considerably. The fun-
damental element in controlling a project is decision making. In order to 
make decisions reasonable and rational, a number of conditions must be 
met. Information relevant to the problem in hand must be first isolated. 
IVhen organizing t.he activities of a large firm or an institute, it is very 
important to take into consideration that the different projects may inter-
act each other, and that the corresponding resource capacities are limited 
and expensive. In this paper a new complex decision chart is presented for 
general usage -,,,,hich may help the organizers much in the optimal or near 
optimal solution process of the above mentioned task. 
::J:,\!'mJtH)iS Used in the Chart 
CPM: Critical Path Method; PERT: Project Evaluation and Review Tech-
nique; . Graphical Evaluation and Technique; VERT: Ven-
ture Evaluation and Revievl 
Conclusion 
The concept behind the MMDC is to control the scheduling of many 
projects at the same time, and it is an integration tool of all project schedul-
ing techniques. 
It should be noted that the concept of assigning due dates to incoming 
projects and then sequencing the activities of the project for meeting these 
due dates is the total system approach to multi-project scheduling problem. 
Projects which are in the system and also coming to the system should be 
sequenced toward their due dates by proper timely allocation of scarce 
resources. Development of a multi-project scheduling system is based on a 
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method for setting realistic and accurate due dates on time job sequencing 
and resource allocation. 
The author wishes to acknowledge the guidance of Professors C. Tanczos, Z. Baross, A. 
Bak6 and J. Kocsis. 
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